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Accelerator Frontier @ Snowmass21
• AF1: Beam Physics and Accelerator Education
• AF2: Accelerators for Neutrinos
• AF3: Accelerators for EW/Higgs
• AF4: Multi-TeV Colliders
• AF5: Accelerators for PBC and Rare Processes
• AF6: Advanced Accelerator Concepts
• AF7: Accelerator Technology R&D
• RF
• Magnets
• Targets/Sources

All these activities
rely on computation
at some point,
sometimes requiring
massively parallel
supercomputing.

Computational needs are large and varied
• End product is the particle beam(s) before collisions (or other usage)
• Prediction of final beam needs tracking from inception and through all
acceleration and manipulation processes
• From single particle dynamics to tightly coupled many-particles dynamics.
• Including RF fields, magnets, pipes, etc and for very long time in rings (many time steps).

• Many types of machines
• Linacs, rings, recirculators, energy recovery systems, fixed-field accelerators, plasma
accelerators, dielectric accelerators, targets, …

• Full physics implies many effects
• Halos, wakefields, impedance, electron cloud, beam-beam, collisions, secondary
emission, spin dynamics, (in)coherent synchrotron radiation, painting, …
• Design/analysis of accelerator components.

• Design implies ensembles, incl. multi-obj. optimization & Machine Learning

Trend is toward increasing needs for computing
Four grand challenges from DOE HEP GARD Accel. & Beam Physics Workshops
1. Intensity - Increase beam intensities by orders of magnitude.
2. Quality - Increase beam phase-space density by orders of magnitude, towards
quantum degeneracy limit.
3. Control - Control the beam distribution down to the level of individual particles.
4. Prediction - Develop predictive start-to-end “virtual particle accelerators”.

è More particles, higher fidelity, more physics, more integration.
è Will benefit from (needs for some topics) larger/faster exascale (and

post-exascale) supercomputers, especially for design work (i.e., large
ensembles) and develop ML models.

Status: many codes
• E.g., conventional accelerator and beam physics codes
o Mostly single developers; a few frameworks & a few teams.
Beam dynamics codes section from
Accelerator Handbook (A. Chao, 2013)
Very dynamic community with
many innovations in algorithms
pushing the field forward.
But is there some duplication?

Disclaimer: list may be incomplete.

Status: many codes
• E.g., plasma accelerator codes
o Mostly single developers; a few frameworks & a few teams.
Plasma accelerator codes
From J.-L. Vay, R. Lehe,
RAST 9 (2016)
Very dynamic community with
many innovations in algorithms
pushing the field forward.
But is there some duplication?

Disclaimer: list may be incomplete.

Looking forward
• Modernization (with support from SciDAC, Exascale Computing Project, …):
• Multilevel parallelization, porting to GPUs, …
• Advanced algorithms (high-order solvers, adaptive mesh refinement, long time scales, …).
• Down the road: potential use of quantum algorithms and computers.

• Community development:
• Tools: e.g., open source accelerator toolkit library a la Geant4?
• Organization: CAMPA, CBB, HEP-CCE, …

• Standardization of I/Os, :
• Lattice description: e.g., Mad-X lattice syntax (widely used).
• Particle & mesh data: e.g., openPMD (adopted by growing # of codes & projects).
• Code input scripts: e.g., PICMI (nascent).
è Facilitate benchmarking, workflows, ML, common data analysis software, ...

Calls for increased resources
• Code development, maintenance, sustainability & reliability
• Development on new platforms is increasingly complex.
• Most efficient with teams of domain specialists (beam/accelerator/plasma/… physicists)
+ software engineers + computer scientists + applied mathematicians.

• User support
• Codes can be very complex to use (many input parameters, numerical effects, …).
• Needs good documentation & human support.

• Training
• Specific training needed (USPAS, CAS, …).
• Cloud computing (E.g., Sirepo) can be very effective.

èCenter(s) funded by new DOE Accelerator R&D and Production Program?
èBroad community support will help getting the needed resources.

Many opportunities for interactions with CompF1-7
and cross-cutting computational needs
with other frontiers.
Thank you for your attention.

